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Single-particle spectral function of 
the Λ-hyperon in finite nuclei 



Motivation 

²  Most of the theoretical descriptions of 
single Λ-hypernuclei rely on the validity of 
the mean field picture 

²  Correlations induced by the YN interaction can, however, 
substantially change this picture and, therefore, should not be ignored  

²  The knowledge of the single-particle spectral function of the Λ in 
finite nuclei is fundamental to determine: 

ü  To which extent the mean field description of hypernuclei is valid 
ü  To describe properly the cross section of different production mechanisms 

of hypernuclei 

²  Information on the Λ spectral function can be obtained from a 
combined analysis of data provided by e.g., (e,e’K+) reactions or other 
experiments with theoretical calculations (see Franco Garibaldi’s talk 
on Thursday) 
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Scheme of the Calculation 

Nuclear matter G-matrix 

Λ irreducible self-energy in finite nuclei 

Binding energies, wave functions 
of s.p. bound states 

Finite nuclei Λ spectral function 
& disoccupation 
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Finite nuclei hyperon-nucleon G-matrix 

§  Finite nuclei G-matrix §  Nuclear matter G-matrix 

Eliminating V: 

Truncating the expansion up second order: 
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Finite nucleus Λ self-energy in the BHF approximation  

Using GFN as an effective 
YN interaction, the finite 
nucleus Λ self-energy is 
given as  sum of a 1st order 
term & a 2p1h correction 

² 1st order term 

This contribution is real & energy-independent 
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N.B. most of the effort is on the basis transformation (kΛlΛ jΛ )(nhlh jhtzh )J → KLqLSJTMT

 



² 2p1h correction 

This contribution is the sum of two terms: 

•  The first, due to the piece 
GNM(Q/E)FNGNM,  gives 
rise to an imaginary 
energy-dependent part in 
the Λ self-energy  

From which can be obtained the contribution to the real part of the self-
energy through a dispersion relation 
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•  The second, due to the 
piece GNM(Q/E)NMGNM, 
gives also a real & energy-
independent contribution 
to the Λ self-energy and 
avoids double counting of 
Y’N states 

Summarizing, in the BHF approximation the finite nucleus Λ self-
energy is given by: 

with 



Λ self-energy in finite nuclei 

²  |Im <Ψ |Σ|Ψ>| larger in Nijmegen models        strong ω dependence of Re <Ψ |Σ|Ψ>   
²  Im <Ψ |Σ|Ψ> = 0 only for ω >  0 &  always negative  

²  Im <Ψ |Σ|Ψ> behaves almost quadratically for energies close to ω = 0   
²  Re <Ψ |Σ|Ψ> attractive for ω < 0 up to a given value of ω turning repulsive  at high ω	


²  Up to 500-600 MeV Re <Ψ |Σ|Ψ> more attractive for heavier hypernuclei. At higher 
ω more repulsive than that of lighter ones	


s-, p-, d-, f- and g- wave states  for Pb  
JB (black) & NSC89 (red) 

s-wave state: He (black), C (red), O (green), 
 Ca (blue), Zr (brown) & Pb (violet) 



Λ single-particle bound states 
Λ s.p. bound states can be obtained using the real part of the Λ self-energy as 
an effective hyperon-nucleus potential in the Schoedinger equation  

solved by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in a complete & orthonormal set of 
regular basis functions within a spherical box of radius Rbox   

•  NnlΛ                 normalization constant  

•  Nmax                 maximum number of basis states in the box  

•  ΨnlΛjΛmjΛ=<knlΛjΛmjΛ|Ψ>               projection of the state |Ψ> on the basis  |knlΛjΛmjΛ> 

N.B. a self-consistent procedure is required for each eigenvalue 

•  jjΛ (knr)              Bessel functions for discrete momenta  (jjΛ (knRbox)=0)  

•  ψlΛjΛmjΛ(θ,φ)               spherical harmonics the including spin d.o.f. 



Λ single-particle bound states: Energy 

²  Qualitatively good 
a g r e e m e n t w i t h 
experiment, except for 
J 0 4 ( u n r e a l i s t i c 
overbinding)  

²  Zr & Pb overbound 
also for NSC97a-f 
models. These models 
predict UΛ(0) ~ -40 
MeV compared with 
-30 MeV extrapolated 
from data 

²  Splitting of p-, d-, f- 
and g-waves of ~ few 
tenths of MeV due to 
the small spin-orbit 
s t r e n g t h  o f  Y N 
interaction 



Λ Binding Energy 



Λ single-particle bound states: Radial Wave Function 

²  Ψs1/2 state more and more spread when going from light to heavy 
hypernuclei       probability of finding the Λ at the center of the 
hypernuclei (|Ψs1/2(r=0)|2) decreases.  

²  The small spin-orbit splitting of the p-, d-, f- and g-wave states cannot be 
resolved in the corresponding wave functions  

²  Only He falls out this pattern because the energy of the s1/2  state is too 
low, therefore, resulting in a very extended wave function 



General Remarks on the s.p. Spectral Function 
Single-particle Green’s function (Lehmann representation): 

Describes propagation of a 
particle or a hole added to 
a N-particle system 

being 

Particle & hole 
part of the s.p. 
spectral function 

Diagonal parts Sp
αα & Sh

αα  = probability density of adding or removing a 
particle to the ground state of the N-particle system & finding the resulting 
N+1 (N-1) one with energy ω-(EN+1

0-EN
0) or (EN

0-EN-1
0)-ω   



The case of the single-particle Λ spectral function 

In the case of a Λ hyperon that is added to a pure nucleonic 
system (e.g., infinite nuclear matter or an ordinary nuclei), it is 
clear, that since there are no other Λ’s in the N-particle pure 
nucleonic system, the Λ can only be added to it and, therefore, 
the hole part of its spectral function is zero   

The Lehmann representation of the single-Λ propagator is simply: 



Λ Spectral Strength 

²  Discrete contribution 

is a delta function located at the energy of the s.p. bound state with strength 
given by the Z-factor

The discrete contribution to the total Λ spectral strength is obained by 
summing over all discrete momenta kn 

In any production mechanism of single-Λ hypernuclei a Λ can be formed in 
a bound or in a scattering state            the Λ particle spectral function is sum 
of a discrete & a continuum contribution  



Λ Spectral Strength 

²  Continuum contribution 

where the single-Λ propagator can be derived from the following form of the 
Dyson equation 

Free s.p. propagator   Reducible Λ self-energy   



Λ Spectral Strength 
Due to the delta function in the Dyson equation is numerically more 
convenient to obtain the continuum contribution of the Λ spectral function in 
coordinate space 

The continuum contribution to the total Λ spectral strength is obtained 
from the following double folding of the spectral function

Total Λ spectral strength



Λ Spectral Strength: Results 
s-wave state: He (black), C (red), O (green), 

 Ca (blue), Zr (brown) & Pb (violet) 
s-, p-, d-, f- and g- wave states (NSC97f) 

²  Discrete contribution: delta function located at the energy of the s.p. 
bound state with strength given by the Z-factor. Decreases when moving 
from light to heavy nuclei      ΛN correlations more important when 
density of nuclear core increases    

²  Continuum contribution: strength spread over all positive energies. 
Structure for ω < 100 MeV reflects the behavior of self-energy. 
Monotonically reduction for ω > 200 



ΛN correlations: Z-factor  

Z measures the importance of 
correlations. The smaller the value 
of  Z the more important are the 
correlations of the system 

²  Z is relatively large for all 
hypernuclei       Λ keeps its 
identity inside the nucleus & is 
less correlated than nucleons 

²  Z decreases from light to heavy 
hypernuclei             ΛN correlations 
increase when density of nuclear 
core increases    

²  Z increases when increasing the 
partial wave           ΛN correlations 
become less important for higher 
partial waves  



 Disoccupation 
s-wave state: He, C, O, Ca, Zr  & Pb 

JB (blak) & NSC89 (red)  
s-, p-, d-, f- and g- wave states  for Pb  

JB (black) & NSC89 (red) 

²  dd
lΛjΛ(kΛ) gives the probability of adding a Λ of momentum kΛ in the s.p. 

state lΛjΛ of the hypernucleus  
²  Intuitively one expects that if kΛ is large the Λ can easily escape from the 

nucleus & the probability of binding it must be small. Both plots show in 
fact that dd

lΛjΛ(kΛ) decreases when increasing kΛ and is almost negligible 
for very large values        In hypernuclear production reactions the Λ is 
mostly formed in a quasi-free state 

(discrete contribution) 



Total Disoccupation Number 
The total spectral strength of the Λ hyperon fulfills the sum rule 

The total disoccupation number 
is 1      is always possible to 
add a Λ either in a bound or a 
scattering state of a given 
ordinary nucleus 

discrete continuum 



The final message of this talk 

ü  Scattering reactions such as (e,e´,K+) at JLAB & 
MAMI-C can provide valuable information on the 
disoccupation of Λ s.p. bound states 

ü  Calculation of finite nuclei Λ  spectral function from  
its self-energy derived within a perturbative many-
body approach with realistic YN interactions 

² Purpose: 

² Results & Conclusions 

ü  Z-factor relatively large         Λ less correlated than 
nucleons  

ü  Binding energies in good agreement with experiment  

ü  Discrete cont. to disoc. numb decreases with kΛ        Λ is 
mostly formed in a quasi-free state in production 
reactions      

Nucl. Phys. A 958, 48 (2017) 



² You for your time & attention 

² The organizers for their invitation 


